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I just wanted to say how delighted and impressed I am with Earworms' Rapid Learning system. I

purchased German Vol. 1 through iTunes and have made real progress over short time. This has

worked for me in a way that other audio systems have not.Not only am I picking up words and

phrases quickly, almost effortlessly, but I genuinely enjoy listening to my sessions: the light music

with a bit of rhythm to help with memorization, the gentle conversation of the speakers and

encouragement.I have been so happy with this that I have purchased Vol. 2, and would definitely be

interested in any further recordings.Vielen Dank! Many thanks!

I have to say that I was very uncertain about the approach at first, but it really worked for me. I have

learned more useful words and phrases from these cds than from anything else I have. The music

and sing-song approach actually stuck with me.

I received the first cd after waiting and sending emails asking if it had shipped. Upon receiving the

item I put the cd in my player at which time discoved the cd to be defective. It would skip from one

track to another without playing. I contacted the company and they said they would re-send me

another cd. Again, I waited longer than I believe I should and after again sending several emails, I

finally received the 2nd cd today. I put it in the player and again the very same problem. I can see

the chance of one cd having problems, but to receive the second cd and have the very same

problem. I know what many of you are thinking, there is something wrong with my player, wrong, it



plays other cd's just fine. No problem on my end, just with the Book Depository's products. I will

never order another thing from this company. And I will not recommend them to others.
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